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Lion Arch Dev releases DebrisBlaster 1.0 for iPhone and iPod touch
Published on 02/28/10
New Mexico based Lion Arch Dev Co. has released DebrisBlaster 1.0 for iPhone and iPod
touch devices. In DebrisBlaster, you are on a mission to clear our surrounding space from
debris. You accomplish this by touching your device's screen and setting off a chain
reaction of explosions. For each level you will only have one bomb to achieve your
objective. You will have to destroy one piece of debris and use that explosion to detonate
a nearby object creating a chain reaction.
Rio Rancho, New Mexico - Lion Arch Dev Co. has released DebrisBlaster 1.0 for iPhone and
iPod touch devices. In DebrisBlaster, you are on a mission to clear our surrounding space
from debris. You accomplish this by touching your device's screen and setting off a chain
reaction of explosions. For each level you will only have one bomb to achieve your
objective. You will have to destroy one piece of debris and use that explosion to detonate
a nearby object creating a chain reaction. The game gets increasingly harder as you
progress through the levels.
Earth is surrounded by an ever-increasing amount of space debris. As of 2009, there is an
estimated 19,000 KNOWN objects in orbit around our planet. The origin of space debris can
be traced to spent rocket upper stages, abandoned satellites, lost equipment, or from the
testing of anti-satellite weapons. In 1985, a 1-ton (2,200 lbs.) satellite was destroyed
in a test creating thousands of pieces of space debris.
In 2007, a similar test was held over China that resulting in over one million pieces of
space debris. To this date, the problem has only gotten worse. Currently there are efforts
to clear our surrounding space of this problem. Hopefully we will see greater strides in
this area in our lifetime. Help us bring attention to this issue.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone and iPod touch
* Requires iPhone OS 3.1.2 or later
* 14.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
DebrisBlaster 1.0 is $0.99 (USD) and available exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category.
DebrisBlaster 1.0:
http://www.lionarchdevco.com/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/id352886121?mt=8

Lion Arch Dev Co. is a small Albuquerque based software development company with focus on
the iPhone, iPod touch and the iPad platforms. We have been in business since last 2007
with a net worth value of over a million dollars. Copyright (C) 2007-2010 Lion Arch Dev
Co. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks
of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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